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Abstract Increases in food production and the ever-present
threat of food contamination from microbiological and
chemical sources have led the food industry and regulators
to pursue rapid, inexpensive methods of analysis to safe-
guard the health and safety of the consumer. Although
sophisticated techniques such as chromatography and spec-
trometry provide more accurate and conclusive results,
screening tests allow a much higher throughput of samples
at a lower cost and with less operator training, so larger
numbers of samples can be analysed. Biosensors combine a
biological recognition element (enzyme, antibody, receptor)
with a transducer to produce a measurable signal propor-
tional to the extent of interaction between the recognition
element and the analyte. The different uses of the biosensing
instrumentation available today are extremely varied, with
food analysis as an emerging and growing application. The
advantages offered by biosensors over other screening meth-
ods such as radioimmunoassay, enzyme-linked immunosor-
bent assay, fluorescence immunoassay and luminescence
immunoassay, with respect to food analysis, include auto-
mation, improved reproducibility, speed of analysis and
real-time analysis. This article will provide a brief footing
in history before reviewing the latest developments in
biosensor applications for analysis of food contaminants
(January 2007 to December 2010), focusing on the detection
of pathogens, toxins, pesticides and veterinary drug residues
by biosensors, with emphasis on articles showing data in
food matrices. The main areas of development common to
these groups of contaminants include multiplexing, the

ability to simultaneously analyse a sample for more than
one contaminant and portability. Biosensors currently have
an important role in food safety; further advances in the
technology, reagents and sample handling will surely rein-
force this position.
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Introduction

It is hard to believe that biosensors are almost 50 years old.
After the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry
defined what a biosensor was [1], and then further clarified its
identity [2], it became widely acknowledged that Leland C.
Clark Jr. was the “father of biosensors” [3]. Although in the
1960s they were referred to as enzyme electrodes [3–5], it was
Karl Cammann who was attributed with creating the term
“biosensor” [2, 3, 6].

According to Thevenot et al. [2], a biosensor is, in
essence, a self-contained integrated device which consists
of a biological component that is maintained in spatial
contact with an electrochemical transducer. Since this defi-
nition, others have dropped the word “electrochemical”,
thus allowing the International Union of Pure and Applied
Chemistry definition to represent other types of transducers
[7–9].

In general, a biosensor works because the biological
component interacts specifically with its target, causing
some sort of signal change that is proportional to the target
concentration. This signal change can be measured by the
transducer [10].

The most common modes of classifying biosensors are
according to their biological component or their transducer
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type. Table 1 [2, 7, 8, 11–13] lists the most common classi-
fications. The following references are recent articles that
provide details on the principles of the different types of
transducer: electrochemical [13–15], optical [15–18], mass/
acoustic [15, 19, 20] and thermal [21].

Biosensors have been employed in a wide variety of
areas. Table 2 provides a list of disciplines [10, 11, 22–24]
that have utilised biosensors, with corresponding examples
of their applications.

Biosensors in food analysis

A search of the ISI Web of Science database for the
topic “biosensor” with publication dates between 2005
and 2010, and disregarding review articles, returns
12,155 hits [25]. Refining this search with the topic
“food” returns 496 hits [26]. This indicates that only
approximately 4% of the biosensor literature between
2005 and 2010 was food-related. Figure 1 shows that
the number of food-related biosensor publications be-
tween the years was maintained at this relatively low
level. The actual numbers of biosensor publications re-
lated to food contaminants will be lower since, as indi-
cated in Table 2, biosensors are utilised within several
food-analysis-related areas. This corroborates the find-
ings of Cock et al. [10], who also mentioned the slow
uptake of biosensors in the agri-food sector. The low
number of publications and the low uptake of technology
in this sector could be down to the following:

– The sector is very conservative and is results-orientated,
not technology-orientated. The methods currently used

have worked sufficiently well for years and so there is
no perceived benefit in change.

– The sector often works with small profit margins. The
high cost of many commercial biosensors would not
make them an economically viable alternative.

– Many commercial biosensor companies have targeted
the relatively “money rich” life sciences and drug dis-
covery customers and that is where their application
knowledge is based. They have focused on the R&D
values whilst ignoring the concepts required for routine
testing that is the backbone of the food sector.

– Some commercial biosensor tests show no advantage
over their counterparts, e.g. the biosensor method may
use the same sample preparation so there are no real
time/cost savings.

– Biosensor applications on individual platforms have
not reached a critical mass. The sector cannot retire
the counterpart technology because there are still
too few tests available on individual commercial
biosensors.

Table 1 Classification of biosensors

Biological component Transducer

Enzymes Electrochemical

Whole cells, organelles or tissue Potentiometric

Antibodies Amperometric

Nucleic acids Conductometric

Receptors Optical

Aptamers Absorbance

Peptides Reflectance

Lipids and micelles Luminescence

Refractive index

SPR

Mass/acoustic:

Piezoelectric

Cantilever

Thermal

SPR surface plasmon resonance

Table 2 Examples of disciplines that have utilised biosensors

Discipline Example

Medical diagnostics Cancer detection [148]

Veterinary diagnostics Detection of bacterial infection in hens [149]

Food safety Detection of antibiotics in milk [150]

Food processing Detection of bacteria in chicken carcass [58]

Food quality Determination of vitamin concentration [151]

Agriculture Screening for GMOs [152]

Bioprocessing Maintenance and control of haematopoietic
stem cell cultures [153]

Environmental
monitoring

Measuring changes in plankton populations
to monitor climate change [154]

Industrial monitoring Wastewater [155]

Antiterrorism Detection of explosive substances [156]

Life sciences/drug
discovery

Screening for therapeutic antibodies [157]

Fig. 1 Web of Science search for specific biosensor publications.
Dagger data incomplete owing to the date of the search
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Biosensors in food contaminant analysis

This review will now focus on the application of biosensors
within a specific area of food analysis: the detection of con-
taminants. Food contamination can originate from a number
of different sources, such as the improper use of veterinary
drugs and pesticides, the formation of phytotoxins and marine
toxins, bacterial contamination and the creation of chemicals
during processing techniques. Analysis of food for contami-
nants is not only vital for our protection but it also aids the
global trade process by helping to identify and limit the trade
in contaminated produce [14]. Contaminants such as patho-
gens, toxins, pesticides and veterinary drug residues all have
the potential to have serious health implications in terms of
causing illness [27] or by limiting the efficacy of medicines
through developed drug resistance [28].

The use of biosensors in food contaminant analysis must
be placed in perspective. For toxins, pesticide and veterinary
drug residues, there are physicochemical methods, such as
liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry (LC-
MS/MS), which by European law must be used to confirm
the presence of these compounds. These physicochemical
methods tend to be expensive, complicated to perform and
time-consuming. Biosensor methods can be used as a rapid
screening tool so that only the small numbers of suspect
samples are forwarded for confirmation, therefore greatly
reducing the cost and time of analysis.

There are many review articles related to the use of
biosensors to monitor ligand and receptor interactions, such
as that by Rich and Myszka [12], which provide excellent
guidelines for developers to help them distinguish between
experimental artefacts and actual binding events, thus help-
ing to improve the quality of biosensor publications. No
such guidelines are available for the researcher who is using
biosensors for food contaminant analysis. Most biosensor
methods for food contaminant analysis are based on con-
centration analysis and use report points for end point meas-
urements. In essence, an end point signal is obtained for
different known concentrations of the analyte (often in the
matrix of interest). A calibration curve is then plotted and
unknown samples can be read against this calibration curve.
The following are important for defining if a biosensor
method for food contaminant analysis is fit for purpose:

– Proper fit for the calibration curve. The calibration
curve needs to be the correct fit and not forced because
of poor selection of calibrants.

– Sufficient dynamic range or resolution. The signal
variation between concentrations is sufficient so that a
small change in signal does not lead to a large change in
concentration.

– Validation work outlined in legislation such as Commis-
sion Decision 2002/657/EC [29].

Sample preparation and matrix interference

An important consideration when using biosensors for food
contaminant analysis is the impact of matrix components
and ways to overcome this potential interference. In general,
no matter which biosensor is used, some degree of sample
preparation will be required. Sample preparation forms a
vital role in food contaminant analysis, and comprehensive
reviews are available, such as those by Kinsella et al. [30]
and Novakova and Vlckova [31]. Sample preparation is
often the bottleneck in analysis time [32]. Conventional
approaches remain highly labour intensive and time con-
suming [31], whereas users require them to be as quick and
cheap as possible with minimum steps, thus reducing anal-
ysis time and sources of error [32]. Sample preparation is
matrix- and analyte-dependent [32] and its main aim is to
isolate and preconcentrate the compound of interest whilst
removing matrix interferences, such as fats, proteins, sugars
and enzymes, that can affect the detection system [30, 31].
Not all transducers will suffer the same matrix interference
issues. Typical sample preparations include simple liquid
extraction, liquid–liquid extraction (use of solvents to repar-
tition the analyte), solid-phase extraction (purification using
sorbent materials), extraction with an organic solvent in the
presence of salts followed by dispersive solid-phase extrac-
tion, and ultrafiltration [30, 31]. Magnetic immunoparticles
may also be used to physically isolate and preconcentrate
the analyte of interest, e.g. for the detection of pathogens
[33]. No matter which extraction method is used, the analyte
must be stable during all steps otherwise there will be an
underestimation of the analyte concentration [31]. Minimal
sample preparation techniques, e.g. extraction in aqueous
buffer systems, are good at removing non-polar matrix
components such as lipids, but other components that can
interfere with the analysis will remain [30].

Another concern with crude sample preparations is that
they may not facilitate the detection of the analyte at the
concentration of interest, e.g. the biosensor method may not
be able to detect a banned substance at its minimum required
performance limit when extraction into aqueous buffer is
employed. Not only can parent drugs and/or metabolites be
extracted in aqueous systems, organic solvents can also be
used that can allow sample concentration steps [30] follow-
ing extraction, solvent evaporation and reconstitution back
into aqueous buffers. For drug residues, pesticides and ma-
rine toxin analysis, acetonitrile is often used for liquid–
liquid extraction owing to good yield of analytes with low
levels of coextractants [30]. It is also useful in denaturing
proteins [30]. Disadvantages include the environmental and
safety implications of using toxic solvents. Many organic
solvents are also incompatible for the extraction of hydro-
philic compounds [31]. For the extraction of analytes that
have become conjugated, enzymatic or chemical hydrolysis
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will be required to liberate the compound before extraction
[30]. When multiresidue extraction is being considered,
there is always a compromise between recovery and purity
[30]. The authors suggest that one should employ the least
complicated technique and the minimal number of steps that
will still allow the detection of the chosen analyte in the
matrix at the required concentration of interest. For this
reason, sample preparation needs to be tailored for the indi-
vidual transducer and required detection level of the analyte.

Labelled versus unlabelled approaches in optical
biosensors

It would be wrong to suggest that the use of labelled binding
proteins can overcome matrix interference. In unlabelled
systems, such as those using surface plasmon resonance
(SPR), it is sometimes possible to see the binding of matrix
components at the transducer as an unwanted signal that
overpowers the specific binding that is of interest. In
labelled systems, unwanted binding may still occur but,
since the matrix component is not labelled, it would appear
that there is no matrix effect. In reality all that can be said is
that the binding of the matrix to the transducer has not
produced a signal but may block the specific interaction
with labelled binding protein, thus reducing sensitivity.

There are advantages and disadvantages in the use of
fluorescently labelled binding proteins (antibodies and
receptors) and aptamers over unlabelled equivalents:

– Advantages include the ability to improve the sensitiv-
ity of the test by choosing a dye with an intense signal
and/or changing the ratio of dye to binding protein. A
larger ratio should create an improvement in the relative
sensitivity since the signal from the binding of a smaller
amount of antibody will be increased.

– Disadvantages include an additional labelling step that
needs to be well characterised to provide a reproducible
result using different batches of labelled binding pro-
tein. Contamination may also become a problem. In
certain samples, such as bile, it may not be possible to
use labelled binding proteins since bile itself contains
compounds that will fluoresce.

Portable biosensors for food contaminant analysis

Portability is an attribute that has been widely sought by the
biosensor community as a whole. Fernandez et al. [34, 35]
pointed out that the advances in microfabrication technolo-
gy and improvements in signal optimisation to allow the
resolution power to match that of larger laboratory-based
biosensors have made this a reality. Indeed, it has been
noted that the use of portable biosensors has the potential
to revolutionise medical diagnostics and environmental

monitoring by allowing point-of-care and on-site testing
[36]. Portable biosensors have also been applied to the
analysis of food contaminants. Examples include the detec-
tion of antibiotic residues in milk using a portable optical
(SPR) biosensor [34, 35], bacterial detection in dairy products
using a portable electrochemical (conductometric) biosensor
[37], detection of toxins in shellfish using a portable optical
(SPR) biosensor [38] and the numerous food safety applica-
tions of the optical (fluorescence) array biosensor of the US
Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) [39, 40].

There is a common limitation to the use of portable
biosensors, namely the source of power. True on-site testing
would require either the use of a dedicated battery or power
delivered via a laptop connection, both of which will limit
the working time of the biosensor depending on its power
consumption. Another limitation, specific for food contami-
nant analysis, is the necessity of sample preparation. Portable
biosensors are ideal for the analysis of liquid samples such as
milk, water and fruit juices for contaminants that have reason-
ably high permitted levels (e.g. 100 ng/ml for certain drug
residues), but when more complicated sample preparation is
required, e.g. the homogenisation of meat samples or the
requirement of enrichment steps or other forms of sample
concentration, then even the most portable biosensor will be
restricted by the preanalysis sample preparation which must
be performed in a laboratory.

Commercial biosensors of note

Few commercial biosensor platforms have been developed
which are targeted specifically at food analysis. This is not
to say that non-food-orientated biosensors cannot be used
for food analysis, but simply means that they may not have
been designed with the specific requirements of food con-
taminant analysis in mind. Two platforms of note are the
Biacore Q biosensor and the HLAB-2020 biosensor.

The Biacore Q biosensor The Biacore Q biosensor [41],
produced by GE Healthcare, was developed for laboratory-
based vitamin and food contaminant analysis using both
reagents supplied in a kit format as well as providing users
with the flexibility to develop tests using their own reagents,
such as antibodies and receptors, which are natural binding
partners located on cell structures, or aptamers, which are
RNA or single-stranded DNA strands that bind to their
target with high specificity and sensitivity by virtue of their
three-dimensional shape. Aptamers are produced and selected
using an approach of systematic evolution of ligands by
exponential enrichment (SELEX) [42]. The Biacore Q bio-
sensor is a label-free SPR biosensor that is capable of running
only one channel of its four-channel configuration at a time.
The system is fully automated, allowing the operator to leave
after the assay has been started and providing unattended
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analysis of up to 192 samples (if the user manually mixes the
antibody with the sample). Historically, there are numerous
food contaminant publications by numerous sources covering
pesticide, drug residue, and toxin detection in various matri-
ces. Publications on pathogen detection using the Biacore Q
biosensor are relatively scarce, probably owing to limiting
factors in the use of the SPR signal when working with large
molecules, such as bacteria, that extend beyond the instru-
ment’s usual field of detection.

The HLAB-2020 biosensor The HLAB-2020 biosensor, pro-
duced by Hanson Technologies, is available for detection of
Escherichia coli 0157:H7 and food allergens [43]. This is a
commercialisation of the NRL’s array biosensor. The NRL’s
array biosensor is an optical biosensor that was developed for
on-site screening of biological hazards. A good review of its
function and applications is provided by Taitt et al. [39] and
Ligler et al. [40]. Briefly, it was designed to be portable and to
analyse multiple samples for multiple analytes using six chan-
nels (in the automated version). It can be used in a strip or spot
formation. It requires the use of primary or secondary fluo-
rescently labelled binding proteins (antibodies, receptors) and
aptamers. Capture molecules are immobilised in an array
format on an optical waveguide. Sandwich or competitive
assays can then be developed when samples and binding
proteins are placed into one of two removable six-chamber
reservoirs for introduction into the instrument. The fluores-
cence of any captured labelled binding protein can then be
detected using a CCD camera fitted with appropriate filters.
On completion of the interaction cycle, the location and in-
tensity of these fluorescent strips or spots will ultimately
inform the user as to what contaminant is present and at what
concentration [39, 40].

Pathogens

There are five main bacterial pathogens (Table 3) which
collectively account for most food-borne illnesses [44].
Their importance is based on the severity of infection and/
or the number of outbreaks [44, 45]. Published biosensor
articles have not been limited to these and cover many
others, such as Staphylococcus [46], Bacillus [47, 48] and
Shigella [49]. Commission Regulation (EC) No 2073/2005
[50] governs the microbial criteria for foodstuffs and covers
permitted limits and reference methods. Bacterial pathogens
are measured in terms of colony forming units (CFU) per
millilitre or per gram. The legislation allows alternative
analytical methods as long as they have been validated
against the reference method. If the test is proprietary, then
it also needs to be certified by a third party using interna-
tionally accepted protocols [50].

According to a European Union report released in 2010
[45], salmonella was the most frequently reported cause of
food-borne bacterial outbreaks in the European Union during
2008. In general, the total number of reported pathogenic
bacterial outbreaks was similar to that for 2007.

The widely accepted gold standards for monitoring
pathogens in food are microbiological methods [51–54].
Microbiological methods generally consist of an enrichment
stage (preenrichment and/or selective enrichment), culturing
in selective or differential agar plates to isolate cultures,
followed by phenotype analysis or metabolic fingerprint
analysis to confirm the result [49, 53]. Numerous articles
have reported the problem of microbiological methods as
being the time taken to obtain a result. Estimates range from
2 to 10 days depending on whether one is concerned with
the first results or confirmation [47, 49, 55–57]. In many
cases foodstuffs are delayed in shipment until the results of
the tests are available [58]. This can have an impact on
the shelf life of fresh produce. With the level of bacterial
infections and the delay in the produce reaching the market,
there is a clear need for a faster method. Several different
technologies have emerged, namely polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) methods, enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assays (ELISA), biosensors, ultrasound and flow cytometry
[52, 59, 60].

Biosensors for pathogen detection

Since 2007 there have been articles related to food-borne
pathogen detection that cover many of the transducers listed
in Table 1. e.g. electrochemical (amperometric) [61], optical
(luminescence [33] and SPR [62]), mass/acoustic (piezo-
electric) [60] and mass (cantilever) [63] transducers, al-
though some are very much proof-of-concept biosensor
that require more work to prove their use with actual food
samples. Some biosensor articles have described sample
preparations that have attempted to remove the time-

Table 3 Major food-borne bacterial pathogens

Pathogen Example limits in food

Salmonella Absent within a set weight of foodstuff
during shelf life

Campylobacter

Escherichia coli O157 50 CFU/g minced meat during processing
(value set for E. coli)

1,000 CFU/g ready-to-eat fruit and
vegetables (value set for E. coli)

Listeria monocytogenes 100 CFU/g ready-to-eat foods during their
shelf life

Clostridium perfringens

CFU colony forming unit
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consuming enrichment or culturing steps by using magnetic
particles. Antibodies that are specific for membrane antigens
on bacteria have been immobilised to these magnetic par-
ticles, which can then be mixed with the sample. The sam-
ples can then be passed through a magnetic field, which will
attract these particles and thus concentrate and purify the
bacteria from the whole sample before biosensor analysis
[33, 57, 64]. Most articles describe methods that attempt to
remove the need for culturing and characterisation.

Antibody sandwich approach

One such approach is the use of sandwich assays, whereby
antibodies specific for types of bacteria interact with the bac-
teria in the sample and a secondary antibody conjugated to a
signal-generating moiety, either by itself or with a substrate,
can be used to produce a concentration-dependent signal. Lin
et al. [56] and Pal et al. [47] achieved this using electrochem-
ical biosensors, whereas Valadez et al. [53] used fibre-optic
biosensors that detected fluorescence. Lin et al. [56] described
a rapid non-flow electrochemical (amperometric) biosensor
method utilising a horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-labelled
secondary antibody and HRP substrate to generate the signal
that could detect E. coli 0157:H7 within 1 h after receiving
a milk sample, but had a linear range between 5×103

and 5×105 CFU/ml with a limit of detection (LOD) of
5×103 CFU/ml, indicating that more work was required on
sample preparation to obtain the necessary sensitivity. Pal et al.
[47] described a sandwich-based capillary flow electrochem-
ical (conductometric) biosensor for the detection of Bacillus
cereus in alfalfa sprouts, strawberries, lettuce, tomatoes, fried
rice and cooked corn after a simple sample preparation of
homogenisation in a stomacher, filtration and dilution. They
made novel use of polyaniline-tagged antibodies for binding to
the pathogen before further antibody capture on the surface.
The conductive polyaniline formed a bridge between electro-
des, generating a concentration-dependent signal. The LODs
were 62.7, 40.7, 35.3, 88.4, 72.6 and 58.0 CFU/ml for the six
food types, respectively. They observed non-linearity in the
concentration-related signal and advised that although the
method could not be used to enumerate the number of cells,
owing to its rapid detection time (6 min), it could be used to
identify contaminated food samples.

Valadez et al. [53] achieved a LOD of 102 CFU/ml for
Salmonella enterica in egg and chicken after 6 h enrichment
and 1.5 h on their flow-based, optical (fluorescence), fibre-
optic biosensor when utilising a fluorescently labelled
secondary antibody. Ohk et al. [65] described an alternative,
optical (fluorescence) based, fibre-optic approach in which
they used a capture antibody and a fluorescently labelled
aptamer to sandwich Listeria monocytogenes with a LOD of
102 CFU/25 g in ready-to-eat meat samples following ho-
mogenisation in a stomacher. An enrichment period of 18 h

and 4 h biosensor detection is required. This is quicker than
the microbiological method, but the biosensor methods de-
scribed in the next sections are faster.

Biosensors utilising polymerase chain reaction

Several articles have been published showing biosensor
methods that incorporate a PCR step [60, 61]. Chen et al.
[60] immobilised an oligonucleotide specific for a gene of
E. coli O157:H7 onto a mass/acoustic (piezoelectric) trans-
ducer in their flow-based biosensor. Apple juice, milk and
ground beef samples underwent several centrifugation pro-
cesses to isolate the bacteria, then genomic DNA was
extracted and the specific gene was amplified by PCR using
synthetic primers (including a tag sequence). The amplicons
were denatured and allowed to hybridise with the immobi-
lised oligonucleotide before a gold-nanoparticle-labelled
secondary oligonucleotide that was complementary to the
tag was introduced. This gold label amplified the signal,
providing a LOD of 5.3×102 CFU/ml without enrichment.
Sample preparation and analysis took 3 h. Poehlmann et al.
[61] used an electrochemical (amperometric) portable flow-
based biosensor for the detection of E. coli in meat juice.
They immobilised a specific nucleotide sequence to capture
the amplified 16S ribosomal RNA that had been isolated
from the bacteria using an RNeasy Mini kit. They then used
nucleotide conjugated esterase 2 as a reporter enzyme spe-
cific for bacterial 16S ribosomal RNA to complete the
sandwich. The addition of substrate caused a concentration-
dependent signal that was linear between 102 and 107 CFU/ml,
giving a LOD of 500 CFU/ml in buffer, although the reported
sample preparation, for meat juice, and the analysis time were
much longer than those described by Chen et al. [60].

Novel biological components

Several articles have emerged showing the use of novel
biological components for the detection of bacterial patho-
gens. Banerjee and Bhunia [48] used mammalian cells
(Ped-2E9), with specific sensitivities for pathogens in a
non-flow portable optical (absorbance) biosensor that
assessed cytotoxicity by measuring the colour change
caused by alkaline phosphatase activity. They detected
L. monocytogenes in ready-to-eat meats and rice at 103–
104 CFU/ml following enrichment for 4–6 h. Using the
mammalian cells, they distinguished pathogenic from non-
pathogenic bacteria. The use of mammalian cells has greatly
reduced the time of analysis in comparison with the time
required for the traditional microbiological methods and allows
the distinction between pathogenic and non-pathogenic bacte-
ria, but it has to overcome similar challenges, namely problems
associated with keeping the cell line alive and free from
contamination.
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Shabani et al. [52] used bacteriophages for the direct
detection of E. coli in an array-format electrochemical
(conductometric) assay. In their proof-of-concept work
they achieved a LOD of 104 CFU/ml. Using bacterioph-
ages has several advantages in that they are ubiquitous in
nature, show highly specific sensitivity for individual
bacteria and are cheaper to produce/use than antibodies
[52]. The fact that they are ubiquitous in nature may also
be a challenge.

Cheng et al. [33] and Luo et al. [66] both described
experiments that measure bioluminescence caused by iso-
lated bacterial ATP in milk or meat juice. Cheng et al.
detected E. coli in milk at 20 CFU/ml using immunopar-
ticles to specifically capture and isolate the bacteria before
bacterial ATP was released in the presence of luciferin–
luciferase to produce the optical (luminescence) signal.
Luo et al. detected E. coli and Staphylococcus aureus in
beef juice at 103 CFU/ml levels while employing a mechan-
ical separation of non-bacterial ATP in their disposable
optical (luminescence) biosensor. These ATP-based
approaches can distinguish between viable and non-viable
cells, give results similar to those of traditional plate count
tests, do not require culturing steps and show potential for
online monitoring [33, 66], although sample preparation is
critical in that all living organisms produce ATP and so the
specific bacterial ATP needs to be carefully isolated.

Advances in biosensors for pathogen detection

This section highlights advances in pathogen detection by
biosensors in terms of combining both functional and struc-
tural components to make the biosensor more compact and
portable as well as advances in shifting from single analyte
detection to improving multiplexing applications using arrays
and multichannel instruments. Meta et al. [67] showed a
proof-of-concept for the detection of S. enterica with a linear
range between 102 and 108 CFU/ml using an integrated elec-
trochemical (both amperometric and conductometric) biosen-
sor in which the structural components of the systemwere also
the functional components. Magnetic immunoparticles were
used to capture the bacteria and an enzyme, pyrroloqui-
noline quinone dependent glucose dehydrogenase, incor-
pora ted in the biosensor s t ructure fac i l i t a ted
electrochemical signal amplification and detection. A
degree of sample preparation had also been incorporated
into the low-cost and potentially portable device.

Multiplexing techniques are also advancing rapidly.
Shriver-Lake et al. [51] described an experiment to detect
Salmonella typhimurium in milk (LOD 5×106 CFU/ml) and
apple juice (LOD 5×105 CFU/ml) in 45 min with the optical
(fluorescence)-based portable NRL array biosensor.
They described a sandwich-based multiplexing analysis
using different fluorescent dyes. Samples are neutralised

and diluted before flowing over the microarray-based
surface, where the analyte is captured by an immobi-
lised antibody. A fluorescently labelled secondary anti-
body is then introduced to generate a signal. The
authors noted that the experiment they performed indi-
cated that enrichment steps were required to reach the
required sensitivity.

Karsunke et al. [68] described a proof-of-concept, six-
flow-channel, multiplexing optical (luminescence) biosen-
sor in a disposable microarray format, which they used to
detect E. coli O157:H7, S. typhimurium and Legionella
pneumophila, in buffer, at 1.8×104, 2.0×107 and 7.9×104

cells per millilitre, respectively. They immobilised immuno-
specific antibodies in a microarray format. Other immuno-
specific antibodies labelled with HRP were then added. The
signals produced, on each spot, by HRP substrate reactions
were detected by a CCD camera.

Several multiplexing biosensors have been described that
utilise PCR [49, 69]. Koets et al. [69] focused on a giant
magnetoresistance biosensor for detecting E. coli or four
different antibiotic-resistant genes in salmonella using a
double-tagged PCR amplification step, one oligonucleotide
tagged with fluorescein and the other biotinylated. Magnetic
particles coated with streptavidin were mixed with the sam-
ples, to concentrate the analyte, and passed over the surface
of the giant magnetoresistance sensor that had antifluores-
cein antibodies immobilised. Unlike in other examples de-
scribed earlier, the intact PCR product interacts with the
surface, which involved the denaturing of the PCR product
before introduction to the surface. Koets et al. explained that
by the use of specific immobilised antibodies and tags, the
instrument could be easily multiplexed. Bai et al. [49] de-
scribed work that facilitates the detection of 11 food-borne
pathogens, in buffer and pork meat, using a microarray
approach with biospecific DNA probes immobilised on a
sensor surface. The PCR products were denatured and
allowed to hybridise with the immobilised probes; thus,
the primer region on the biotinylated PCR products were
able to bind with their relevant probes. Antibiotin IgG
conjugated to HRP was then passed over the surface to
complete the sandwich, followed by substrate, which facil-
itated the detection of the PCR product as a concentration-
dependent colour change on the surface of the optical (ab-
sorbance) biosensor. Bai et al. suggested that real samples
will require a long culturing step, 18–24 h, before PCR
amplification is performed, but this is surely balanced by
the fact that at least 11 pathogens can be detected in one
sample run.

Future for biosensors for pathogen detection

It is clear that sample preparation is still a major issue
affecting the speed of attainment of results. In an ideal
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world, the total sample preparation time should be sufficient
to allow preparation, detection and reporting of multiple
samples in 1 day. The advancements in multiplexing and
the moves towards portable and integrated instrumentation
should greatly improve the profile of biosensors. One thing
that has been absent from the articles is information on the
automation potential of the systems developed. If the
amount of human involvement in the chain could be re-
duced, then the usability of the instrument and reproducibil-
ity of the results could make them more attractive in routine
testing.

Toxins

The consequences of consuming food contaminated with
toxins range from mild gastrointestinal problems to death
depending on the toxin and its concentration [39]. Toxins with
food implications cover a large variety of molecules and so
can be grouped under the following subheadings: plant/bac-
terial toxins, mycotoxins and marine toxins. This review
focuses on publications that describe toxin detection in food
matrices and not those describing detection in buffer systems.

Toxins are produced by living organisms and can range
in size from a molecular weight of a few hundred to several
hundred thousand daltons [39]. For larger toxins, it is pos-
sible to use non-competitive [20] and sandwich [70] based
biosensor methods; lower molecular weight toxins require
inhibition/competition-based methods [71].

Plant/bacterial toxins

Plant toxins such as ricin and bacterial toxins such as botu-
linum neurotoxins have been increasingly studied owing to
the threat of their use in a terrorist attack on drinking water
and food [70, 72]. Other bacterial toxins such as staphylo-
coccal enterotoxins are of concern owing to health concerns
associated with consuming contaminated food [73].

Biosensors for plant/bacterial toxin detection

As in pathogen analysis, for many years, biosensors show-
ing single analyte detection were the “norm” for plant/bac-
terial toxin determination and in some instances their
development has progressed in parallel with the advances
made by other research groups. Maraldo and Mutharasan
[74] showed the detection of staphylococcal enterotoxin B
in apple juice (LOD 100 fg/ml) and milk (LOD 10 fg/ml)
after sample dilution. Antibodies were immobilised onto
mass/acoustic (microcantilever) transducers before sam-
ples were allowed to flow over the surface. Tsai and Li
[73] developed a non-flow optical (SPR)-based biosen-
sor for the detection of staphylococcal enterotoxin A in

milk. They immobilised antibodies to the surface and
achieved a working range of 0.1–1.0 μg/g with untreated milk
samples.

Advances in biosensors for plant/bacterial toxin detection

This section highlights advances in plant/bacterial toxin de-
tection by biosensors in terms ofmultiplexing approaches, and
attempts to minimise/remove sample preparation steps. The
NRL array biosensor, as described previously, has been used
to detect many toxins in food matrices [39], but these are
beyond the scope of this review because of the date of publi-
cation, although the multiplexing blind trial by Shriver-Lake
et al. [51] also included the detection of staphylococcal en-
terotoxin B in water, apple juice (LOD 100 pg/ml) and milk
(LOD 1 ng/ml). Milk was a problem matrix, reducing the
sensitivity of the test by one order of magnitude compared
with buffer and apple juice.

Another multiplexing approach was described by Pauly
et al. [72], whereby ricin, abrin, botulinum neurotoxins type
A and type B and staphylococcal enterotoxin B are simul-
taneously detected in milk, baby food, yoghurt, iced coffee
and carrot juice using a suspension-bead-array-based optical
(fluorescence) biosensor. Specific antibodies for the analytes
were immobilised to magnetic beads that were differentially
fluorescently coloured. These were then mixed with homo-
genised samples, then magnetically isolated, concentrated
and washed before a secondary fluorescently labelled anti-
body was introduced. They were then able to identify the
bead, thus the analyte, and quantify its concentration in
50 μl of sample. They observed matrix interference that
reduced the sensitivity to low nanogram per litre levels,
but claim that the method is still applicable because the
sensitivity was two to three orders of magnitude below the
oral LD50.

Yang et al. [75] described a novel portable and potential
multiplexing electrochemical (conductometric) approach for
the detection of staphylococcal enterotoxin B in baby food
which they claim can be free from sample preparation. Their
biosensor consisted of a network of single-walled carbon
nanotubes, immobilised with antibodies, forming a biolog-
ical semiconductor layer that shows a specific resistance. On
binding analyte in the sample, the network connections are
disrupted, changing the resistance in proportion to the con-
centration of the analyte bound to the antibodies. They claim
that the fabrication of the sensor with 16 individually function-
alised biological semiconductor regions will allow multiplex
analysis of multiple analytes.

Future for biosensors for plant and bacterial toxins

Biosensors for plant and bacterial toxins will definitely
become more portable in the future, driven by concerns of
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deliberate contamination of the food system. Multiplexing
will be a necessity and sample preparation will need to be
rapid and simple, requiring few steps and capable of extract-
ing multiple toxins.

Mycotoxins

Mycotoxins are a diverse group of secondary metabolites
produced by certain fungi [76, 77] and are prevalent in wet
and humid conditions [78, 79]. They can be carcinogenic,
immunotoxic, nephrotoxic, teratogenic or act as endocrine
disruptors [77, 80]. Mycotoxins have been associated with a
range of foodstuffs, including cereals, nuts, fruits, spices and
milk, and biosensor methods have been developed for their
detection in these matrices (Table 4). Maximum residue
limits (MRLs) have been established for many mycotoxins
in various foodstuffs, although within Europe these have not
been harmonised into one document, so several documents
have to be consulted: Commission Regulation (EC) 1126/
2007 [81]; Commission Regulation (EU) No 165/2010 [82].
Alternative screening methods such as ELISA and lateral
flow devices have also been employed for mycotoxin de-
tection [71]. Confirmatory methods are moving towards
multiple mycotoxin detection using LC-MS/MS [83, 84].

Biosensors for mycotoxin detection

Paniel et al. [79] provided a useful example of single analyte
analysis with the detection of aflatoxin M1 in milk

(European MRL 0.05 ng/ml, provided in Commission Reg-
ulation (EU) No 165/2010 [82]). They demonstrated an
electrochemical (amperometric) method using magnetic
nanoparticles, immobilised with aflatoxin M1 antibodies,
to separate and concentrate the sample with minimal prep-
aration. Following wash steps, a competition is set up for the
antibody between aflatoxin M1 in the sample and a fixed
concentration of HRP-labelled aflatoxin M1. After washing,
the beads are introduced to the screen-printed electrodes and
a mediator, 5-methylphenazinium methyl sulfate, is added.
The intensity of the signal produced is related to the amount
of bound HRP-labelled aflatoxin M1. With this method they
achieved a LOD of 0.01 ng/ml (five times lower than the
MRL).

Wang et al. [85] demonstrated an optical (fluorescence)
method for the detection of aflatoxin M1 in milk using long-
range surface-plasmon-enhanced fluorescence spectroscopy.
This method is based on the principle that a fluorophore, in
close proximity to the sensor surface, will be excited by
surface plasmons and fluoresce. Competition was set up for
the fluorophore-labelled aflatoxin M1 antibody between
immobilised aflatoxin M1–bovine serum albumin and afla-
toxin M1 in the sample. By simply centrifuging the milk,
they achieved a LOD of 0.6 pg/ml, raising the question of
how sensitive the assay needs to be. Wang et al. [85]
obtained a LOD almost 17 times lower than Paniel et al.
[79], but both groups obtained LODs lower than the MRL,
so both are fit for purpose. Preference for routine testing will
depend on the cost of equipment, ease of use and the
analysis time (both methods use the same simple sample
preparation).

Wang et al. [86] provided an example of a novel aptamer-
based electrochemiluminescent biosensor for the detection
of ochratoxin A in wheat whereby a single-stranded DNA
sequence is immobilised and a complementary strand la-
belled with a luminol-based compound is then introduced.
In the presence of hydrogen peroxide, this label produces an
electrochemiluminescent signal proportional to the amount
of luminol at the surface. This complementary strand also
forms a complex with ochratoxin A, allowing the develop-
ment of a displacement assay capable of detecting 7 pg
ochratoxin A per millilitre in wheat samples using a simple
extraction/filtration method.

Advances in biosensors for mycotoxin detection

This section highlights advances in mycotoxin detection by
biosensors in terms of advances in applications that allow
multiple sample types to be processed simultaneously with-
out the need for matrix-matched calibration curves and
improvements made in the time for analysis. Meneely et
al. [71] described advances using an optical (SPR) biosensor
for the detection of deoxynivalenol in wheat (LOD 57 μg/

Table 4 Selected matrices with biosensor methods for mycotoxin
analysis

Mycotoxin Matrix Transducer and biological
component

Aflatoxin B1 Spice Electrochemical (amperometric)
antibody [78]

Olive oil Electrochemical (amperometric)
enzyme [158]

Aflatoxin M1 Milk Optical (fluorescence) antibody
[85]

Electrochemical (amperometric)
antibody/enzyme [79]

Ochratoxin A Wheat Electrochemiluminescent
aptamer [86]

Beer, coffee Electrochemical (amperometric)
[159]

Zearalenone Corn silage Electrochemical (amperometric)
antibody [160]

Trichothecenes

Deoxynivalenol Cereals, baby
food

Optical (SPR) antibody [71]

T2 and HT-2 Cereals, baby
food

Optical (SPR) antibody [83]
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kg), wheat products (LOD 9 μg/kg) and maize-based baby
food (LOD 6 μg/kg). Following a sample preparation in-
volving solvent extraction, evaporation and reconstitution, a
flow-based competitive assay was constructed between the
immobilised deoxynivalenol derivative and free analyte in
the sample. Their method did not need matrix-matched
calibration curves, thus facilitating determination of multi-
ple matrices within a run. They also claim to have made
improvements in both sample preparation and the time of
analysis compared with other biosensor methods.

Future for biosensors for mycotoxins

In general, it could be suggested that biosensor advance-
ments in mycotoxin detection are moving towards faster and
less complicated sample preparations, analysis of multiple
sample matrices in one run and simultaneous detection of
families of mycotoxins. Proof-of-concept work by Mak et
al. [76] suggests that the next step could be the multiplexed
detection of compounds from different families within one
run. In their work they detected mycotoxins from different
families at 50 pg/ml in buffer using a portable giant magne-
toresistance biosensor. Antibodies immobilised to the array
captured the analyte from the sample and a secondary bio-
tinylated antibody was then added. A concentration-
dependent signal was then produced on the addition of
streptavidin-labelled magnetic nanotags.

Marine toxins

Marine toxins cover several diverse groups of compounds
with distinct structures [87]. Most are formed by microalgal
species and dinoflagellates, and under certain ecological
conditions these species can grow into very large colonies.
The toxins can accumulate in filter-feeding bivalves such as
shellfish [87]. Fusetani and Kem [88] provided a very useful
report covering freshwater and marine toxins, whereas
Dominguez et al. [89] and Campas et al. [90] focused on
toxins with food safety concerns (Table 5). European MRLs
have been established for some marine toxins: Regulation
(EC) No 853/2004 [91]. The mouse bioassay is the most
widely used test for marine toxins [87], but it has asso-
ciated ethical concerns [87, 90, 92] and so alternative
methods are being developed in an attempt to replace it.
Chromatography-based methods such as high-performance
liquid chromatography with fluorimetric detection and LC-
MS/MS are available [92], but these are time-consuming and
costly [90]. Other methods such as protein phosphatase inhi-
bition assays, cytotoxicity assays and immunoassays
have also shown promise for some groups of marine
toxins [92].

Biosensors for marine toxin detection

An optical (SPR) biosensor method was developed by
Fonfria et al. [93] for the detection of paralytic shellfish
poisoning toxins in mussels, clams, cockles, scallops and
oysters with LODs between 2 and 50 ng/ml (sufficient for
80 μg/100 g tissue) . They looked at various extraction
methods and concluded that an ethanol extraction, evapora-
tion and reconstitution in buffer suited their needs. By using
antibodies in a competition-based format, with their method
they detected some other paralytic shellfish poisoning toxins
showing different cross-reactivity. On comparison with two
accredited methods, they concluded that their method was
suitable to screen for toxins even with its low recovery of
approximately 60%.

Advances in biosensors for marine toxin detection

This section highlights advances in marine toxin detection
by biosensors in terms of improvements in portability,
multiplexing and simultaneous generic detection of whole
families of marine toxins. A novel method was presented by
Stevens et al. [38] whereby they developed a six-channel
portable optical (SPR) biosensor with integrated fluidics for
the detection of domoic acid, with a LOD around 3 μg/kg, in
clams using methanol extraction and solid-phase-extraction
sample cleanup. They utilised an antibody-based assay in
both competition and displacement formats. Portability is a
key desire because it allows detection at the shellfish bed,
thus allowing samples to be tested before going to the
expense of harvesting and returning to shore for analysis.
A positive result at this point would require the catch to be
disposed of, whereas detection at sea would allow the ship
to relocate to another bed that shows acceptable toxin levels.
Unfortunately, the sample preparation Stevens et al. used

Table 5 Marine toxins of concern in food safety (compiled from
[88–90])

Toxin group Example

Diarrhoeic shellfish poisoning toxins Okadaic acid

Pectenotoxins Pectenotoxins

Paralytic shellfish poisoning toxins Saxitoxin

Amnesic shellfish poisoning toxins Domoic acid

Yessotoxins Yessotoxin

Neurologic shellfish poisoning toxins Brevetoxins

Azaspiracid shellfish poisoning toxins Azaspiracid

Palytoxins Palytoxins

Ciguatera fish poisoning toxins Ciguatoxins

Puffer fish poisoning toxins Tetrodotoxin

Cyclic imines Pinnatoxins

Microcystins Microcystin-LR
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included a solid-phase extraction which does not lend itself
well to field analysis.

An interesting progression can be observed in develop-
ment of biosensor methods for diarrhoeic shellfish poison-
ing toxins starting with Llamas et al. [94], who developed an
optical (SPR) antibody-based competitive method for
okadaic acid detection in mussel (LOD 126 ng/g) following
homogenisation, methanol extraction, evaporation and re-
constitution in buffer. They observed that their method was
unable to detect other members of the group, and pointed
out this detection would have been desirable. Stewart et al.
[95] were then able to further this work using the same
optical (SPR) biosensor and showed that, with considered
selection of a monoclonal antibody, it was possible to de-
velop the test to show multiplexed cross-reactivity for three
compounds within the group (okadaic acid, dinophysistox-
ins 1 and 2) that mimicked the toxic profiles before fully
validating the method in a matrix showing a working range
of 31–74 μg/kg and a LOD of 31 μg/kg [96]. Having
compared the method with liquid chromatography–mass
spectrometry and in the belief that any replacement for the
mouse bioassay for diarrhoeic shellfish poisoning toxins
should be able to account for relative toxicities in the group,
they postulated that their method could be used as a screen-
ing tool with only suspect samples being forwarded for
confirmation [96].

Future for biosensors for marine toxins

It is clear that there is a desire to move away from the mouse
bioassay, and biosensors could form a part of the transition.
Botana et al. [87] suggested that the use of receptors which
recognise toxicity would be a major advantage especially
when used in conjunction with a confirmatory method.
Marchesini et al. [97] are of like mind in that they have
shown proof-of-concept in developing an antibody-based
screening method for paralytic shellfish poisoning toxins
that couples an optical (SPR) biosensor with a liquid
chromatography–mass spectrometry procedure to allow pre-
liminary screening, via a competition-based assay, and
confirmation of toxin.

Pesticides

The term “pesticide” refers to a variety of products that are
used to control pests and is often used as a synonym for
plant protection products [98, 99]. Approximately 1,000
pesticide active ingredients are recognised worldwide
[100]. Common subclasses of pesticides are insecticides,
fungicides, herbicides, molluscicides, rodenticides, plant
growth regulators and bird/animal repellents [98]. This review
will cover chemical pesticides, which can be categorised into

organophosphate pesticides, carbamate pesticides, organo-
chlorine insecticides or pyrethroid pesticides [101].

Pesticides have been used for over 60 years to protect
crops, by preventing diseases and infestations, and maintain
the yield and quality necessary to meet consumer and
government expectations [98, 99]. Within Europe and the
USA, pesticides can only be used with prior authorisation
[99, 102]. Pesticide residues pose a health risk [103–105],
and as such their presence in foodstuffs has to be monitored.
According to a European Union report [106], more than
70,000 samples, covering approximately 200 food types,
were tested across Europe in 2008 for pesticides and only
3.5% were above their MRL. Council Regulation (EC) No
396/2005 [107] governs MRLs in Europe and the Environ-
mental Protection Agency sets the tolerances in the USA
[102]. Confirmation methods for pesticide residues are
based on gas or liquid chromatography with a selective
element detector [104, 108, 109], but these tend to be
expensive, complicated to perform and time-consuming
[104, 108]. To reduce the number of samples requiring
confirmation, screening tests can be applied whereby only
samples deemed to be positive are forwarded for confirma-
tion [110]. There are many screening methods that have
applications for pesticides: near-infrared reflectance spec-
troscopy [111], ELISA [112], fluorescence-linked immuno-
sorbent assay [113], lateral flow devices [114, 115], high-
performance thin-layer chromatography–enzyme inhibition
[116], and biosensors [110] are a few examples.

Traditional acetylcholinesterase biosensors for pesticide
analysis

Many of the biosensor methods developed for the detection
of pesticides are based on the action of the enzyme acetyl-
cholinesterase (AChE). The action of this enzyme (Fig. 2) is
inhibited by pesticides [117–119]. Pesticides such as orga-
nophosphates and carbamates bind to a serine moiety within
the active site of the enzyme, thus preventing the deacety-
lation of acetylcholine [108, 120]. The problems with this
approach are that other compounds such as heavy metals
and detergents also selectively inhibit the enzyme, the en-
zyme is unstable outside its natural environment and each
pesticide has different affinities for the enzyme [103].

Fig. 2 Mechanism of acetylcholinesterase (AChE)
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Advances in acetylcholinesterase biosensors for pesticide
analysis

Research has continued into the use of AChE biosensors,
presumptively as a rapid screening tool. This section high-
lights advances in AChE-based biosensor detection of pes-
ticides, the main focus being improved stability of AChE
and increased sensitivity. Vamvakaki and Chaniotakis [121]
detailed a cuvette-based experiment whereby they tested for
organophosphates in drinking water with improved stability
by encapsulating the enzyme within a liposome and detect-
ing the change in acidity caused by production of acetic acid
by monitoring changes in the fluorescence of pyranine on an
optical (fluorescence) biosensor. They achieved a LOD of
10−10 M. Pyranine is pH-sensitive. AChE causes the con-
version of acetylcholine to thiocholine and acetic acid, thus
altering the pH. The action of the pesticide inhibits this
reaction, thus interfering in the pH change and therefore
affecting the fluorescence of pyranine.

Caetano and Machado [105] and Hildebrandt et al. [118]
described electrochemical (amperometric) biosensors for the
detection of pesticides in food samples based on the forma-
tion of products from the enzyme activity on the substrate.
In each case a baseline activity reading for the biosensor is
obtained and then sample is introduced for a period of time
before the activity of the biosensor is reassessed. Any pes-
ticide present in the sample will have caused a decrease in
the activity of the biosensor. Caetano and Machado [105]
immobilised AChE on a carbon paste electrode for the
analysis of carbamates in liquidised tomato and achieved a
working range of 5×10−5–75×10−5 mol/l in buffer, and a
LOD in tomato close to the permitted levels in Brazil, by
measuring the decrease in enzyme activity on its substrate,
acetylthiocholine iodide, after exposure to carbamates. The
work of Caetano and Machado goes a step further and
describes the detection of pesticides in tomato pulp, without
any sample preparation, although they admit that pesticides
will more likely be found on the skin. Hildebrandt et al.
[118] detected organophosphates and carbamates in water,
vegetable extracts and beverages at 2 μg/l using screen-
printed electrodes with immobilised AChE and monitored
the signal caused by the conversion of thiocholine to dithio-
choline with their portable system.

Roepcke et al. [108] have proved that it is possible to
increase the sensitivity of the mechanism for a particular
pesticide by first pretreating it with an oxidase enzyme to
convert the pesticide into its more inhibitory oxon analogue.
They directly measured phosphorothionate pesticides in
orange juice at 25 μg/l using an electrochemical (ampero-
metric) biosensor.

Some authors have moved away from directly detecting
the products of AChE activity. Kim and Kim [122] and Kim
et al. [119] both described proof-of-concept use of a mass/

acoustic (piezoelectric) transducer to detect the binding of
pesticides to immobilised AChE. Kim and Kim [122]
achieved a LOD of 1×10−9 M for paraoxon-ethyl detection,
whereas Kim et al. [119] detected organophosphates (LOD
1.55×10−8 M) and carbamates (LOD 1.30×10−9 M). Both
studies increased the mass associated with this interaction
using a different substrate, 3-indolyl acetate, which under
the action of AChE produces a precipitate on the crystal
surface, thus increasing the mass. In the presence of pesti-
cide this precipitate formation is inhibited.

Lee et al. [120] described a bienzyme approach for the
detection of organophosphates whereby the choline product
from the AChE reaction in solution acts as a product for the
immobilised choline oxidase enzyme in their electrochemi-
cal (amperometric) biosensor. They suggest this is useful
because it shows potential for on-site use and allows the
experiment to run at a lower potential, thus reducing the
unwanted oxidation of interfering compounds that occurs at
higher potentials. Sun and Wang [117] described an electro-
chemical (amperometric) method utilising chitosan to allow
the immobilisation of more AChE on glassy carbon electro-
des and Prussian blue to enhance electron transfer. They
detected organophosphates between 2.5 and 15 ng/ml and
showed enhanced sensitivity and improved stability.

Norouzi et al. [123] used gold nanoparticles and multi-
walled carbon tubes to promote electron transfer and catalyse
the electrooxidation of thiocholine in their electrochemical
(amperometric) biosensor method for the detection of mono-
crotophos (LOD10 nM). Their flow-based system used glassy
carbon electrodes that had been modified with gold nano-
particles and multiwalled carbon nanotubes. The nanotubes
contained chitosan to increase the immobilisation level and
improve the stability of AChE.

Advances using other biosensor approaches

This section highlights advances in pesticide detection using
non-AChE-based biosensors to improve the stability and
shelf life of the biosensor as well as make improvements
to on-site applications. Other enzyme-based biosensors have
been investigated. Shim et al. [124]. and Vidal et al. [109]
both described electrochemical (amperometric) biosensors
using tyrosinase for pesticide detection. The later work by
Shim et al. [124] immobilised the enzyme on glassy carbon
electrodes and detected parathion (linear range 0.1–1 ppb)
and carbaryl (linear range 0.01–10 ppb) by measuring the
enzyme oxidation and electrochemical reduction of cate-
chol. As with most AChE-based methods, a baseline activity
reading was taken in the substrate and then sample was
introduced before changes in activity were measured when
the biosensor was reintroduced to the substrate. The applica-
tion showed improved stability over AChE methods. Murthy
et al. [125] developed an electrochemical (potentiometric)
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biosensor using immobilised dehydrohalogenase to release
chloride ions, from DDTand hexachlorocyclohexane in water
samples following acidification of the water and then solvent
extraction and resuspension in aqueous buffer. The chloride
ions could then be detected by the ion-selective electrode.
They observed improved stability and usability of the system
and believed it could be used for on-site monitoring.

Work has also been performed using calf thymus DNA
[126, 127]. Solanki et al. [126] showed the use of both
electrochemical (amperometric) and optical (SPR) biosen-
sors whereby a pesticide is complexed with the immobilised
double-stranded DNA in their flow-based systems. They
detected cypermethrin in water (LOD 0.0005 ppm). For
the amperometric biosensor, application of a potential to
the immobilised electrode resulted in oxidation of nitroge-
nous bases, e.g. guanine. The guanine oxidation current was
observed to decrease with increasing concentrations of
cypermethrin. Kaushik et al. [127] introduced nanoparticles
to improve the immobilisation stability of the calf thymus
DNA on their disposable electrochemical (amperometric)
biosensor. They detect cypermethrin (linear range 0.0025–
2 ppm) and permethrin (linear range 1–300 ppm).

A novel proof-of-concept was described by Buonasera et
al. [110]. In their work they used a whole organism
(Chlamydomonas reinhardtii) to detect several herbi-
cides in water (LOD 10−10–10−8 M) using both optical
(fluorescence) and electrochemical (amperometric) tech-
niques. The approach was based on inhibition of pho-
tosystem II within the organism. The herbicides block
photosystem II by displacing a specific molecule from
the D1 protein, which causes an interruption in electron
flow and oxygen evolution whilst also directly chang-
ing the fluorescence properties of photosystem II. Un-
fortunately the system shows a weakness similar to that
of AChE in that the inhibition is also not limited to
herbicides. Buonasera et al. postulated that it would be
possible to use genetically modified strains of the or-
ganism to attain the required specificity and that both
transducers facilitate the development of easy, low-cost
and fast multiplexing arrays for prescreening. This is
still very much in its infancy and the authors acknowl-
edge that when they introduce matrices they may have
to overcome problems in sample preparation.

Future for biosensors for pesticides

Biosensors do play a role in pesticide analysis although they
are generally used as a crude prescreen to reduce the overall
cost of sample analysis by identifying suspect samples to be
analysed further by confirmatory methods. There are far too
many pesticides in use and under development that differ
significantly in structure, preventing effective use of bio-
specific antibodies with existing transducer technology. The

use of enzymes such as AChE has prevailed simply
because of their broad spectrum inhibition. Work has
shown that it is possible to improve sensitivity towards
weaker-affinity pesticides and the authors are sure the
stability of immobilised AChE will only improve, pro-
viding better tools for remote analysis. It should be
interesting to follow further work on the photosystem
II approach, but the degree of uptake by the community
will hinge on the extent of sample preparation that may
be required. If the amount of sample preparation is
considerable, then this would have to be weighed up
against potential benefits (throughput, speed and cost) to
determine if there are sufficient advantages for it to be
practical.

Veterinary drug residues

Consumption of food containing veterinary drug residues
can lead to the selection of resistant bacteria in the gut
[128, 129], hence reducing the efficacy of drugs for
fighting infection in humans [128, 130]. There is also
an increased risk of drug sensitisation, and thus allergic
reactions, and disruption of the natural ecological equi-
librium [131]. For these reasons MRLs have been estab-
lished for drug residues in food. Within Europe these are
controlled by Council Regulation (EC) No 470/2009
[132] and Commission Regulation (EU) No 37/2010
[133], whereas Council Directive 96/23/EC [134]
instructs member states on how to construct a national
residue monitoring plan (surveillance scheme). In the
USA, US Federal Government 21 CFR 556 [135] pro-
vides tolerances and US Federal Government 9 CFR 310
[136] provides guidance for the US National Residue
Program “Blue Book” and results “Red Book” [137].
Regulations stipulate that physicochemical methods such
as gas chromatography–mass spectrometry and LC-MS/
MS are required to positively confirm the presence of a
residue. As stated before, these physicochemical methods
are expensive, time-consuming and require highly trained
personnel and often elaborate sample preparations
[138–140]. This is why many laboratories employ a
two-step approach; a rapid, less expensive, screening
procedure with only suspect samples being forwarded
for confirmation [138, 140]. According to Jornet et al.
[141], the speed of screening is not necessarily the most
important thing. It is feasible to allow more time to reach
the required sensitivity, e.g. in the case of a banned
substance, whereby a faster method may not have the
required LOD, allowing residues to pass undetected into
the food chain. Many different types of food or animal
by-products can be analysed to test for drug residues in
food. Table 6 provides several recent examples.
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Advances in biosensors for veterinary drug residues

Veterinary drug residues, like the other contaminants, were
traditionally detected by single-analyte systems. Over the
years, there has been a shift in emphasis away from single-
analyte tests and systems towards multianalyte detection
[130]. Huet et al. [129] attribute this shift to increased sample
throughput to Spinks [142] with her broad-specificity immu-
noassay for food contaminants.

Haasnoot et al. [143] showed the development of a
single-analyte optical (SPR) method for the detection of
the fluoroquinolone flumequine using an antibody and a
flow-based biosensor, in broiler serum (LOD 15 ng/ml)
and muscle (LOD 24 ng/ml). For the serum, sample prepa-
ration was by simple dilution, whereas homogenisation in
buffer was utilised for muscle. This group of compounds is
difficult to multiplex because flumequine does not possess
the generic portion of the molecular structure common with
the other fluoroquinolones. Marchesini et al. [144] devel-
oped what they call a dual biosensor allowing the detection
of six fluoroquinolones, including flumequine. They used a
multichannel optical (SPR) biosensor, Biacore 3000, in se-
rial mode, to detect six fluoroquinolones in poultry muscle
via a competition-based assay, following a simple buffer
extraction. They mixed a flumequine-specific antibody with
an antibody that cross-reacted with five other fluoroquino-
lones before injection over two immobilised flow cells.
Interestingly, following a positive screen they were able to
fractionate the suspect sample using gradient liquid chroma-
tography before reintroducing it to the biosensor. Individual
fluoroquinolones in the sample could then be analysed sep-
arately in a second run, allowing the operators to suggest
which compounds should be investigated for confirmation
analysis by liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry. Huet
et al. [130] took fluoroquinolone detection to another level
when they developed [130] and validated [129] a flow-
based optical (SPR) competitive method that was capable
of detecting 13 fluoroquinolones below their MRLs in egg
(LOD 1 ng/ml), fish (LOD 1.5 ng/ml) and poultry meat

(LOD <0.5 ng/ml), following buffer extraction. Instead of
using serial flow channels, they worked with one channel
and developed a very novel “biactive” antibody. They
cleverly engineered their immunogenic conjugate with two
different haptens, allowing them to produce a highly cross-
reactive antibody.

Multiplexing via selective raising of antibodies can also
be observed in the work of Thompson et al. [140] and
Connolly et al. [139]. An antibody was originally produced
with cross-reactivity to five nitroimidazoles and was utilised
in a competitive assay on a flow-based optical (SPR) bio-
sensor to detect the five nitroimidazoles in chicken muscle,
at levels below 1 μg/kg, following a solvent extraction,
evaporation and buffer reconstitution [139]. This was super-
seded by application of an antibody that showed cross-
reactivity with seven of the parent nitroimidazoles and im-
proved cross-reactivity to the metabolites. The method was
applied to kidney, liver, eggs, serum and milk, with detec-
tion levels below 1 μg/kg, in the UK surveillance scheme
[140].

Future for biosensors for drug residues

As stated in previous sections, not only has reagent devel-
opment played a major role in application advancement, but
instruments have also advanced to meet user needs.
Although only in a buffer, Raz et al. [138] provided a good
example of what to expect in the future. They presented a
flow-based microarray optical (imaging SPR) application
for the detection of seven compounds from four drug resi-
due classes using antibodies (monoclonal antibodies against
neomycin, gentamicin, chloramphenicol, sulfamethazine
and dihydrostreptomycin, polyclonal antibodies against
kanamycin and norfloxacin) in a competitive format. With
careful selection of antibodies, this could lead to a powerful
screening tool.

Adrian et al. [145] also presented multidrug family
detection in milk, following sample dilution, using a
flow-based wavelength-interrogated optical biosensor

Table 6 Recent examples of matrices for drug residue testing

Matrix Residue Mode of detection

Meat Tetracycline group Induction of bioluminescent whole cell [128]

Urine Clenbuterol Labelled residue competition for antibody (optical–fluorescent) [161]

Honey Chloramphenicol Antibody competition with nanoparticle enhancement (optical–SPR) [162]

Sulfathiazole Antibody competition (optical–fluorescent) [141]

Honey/milk Tetracyclines Receptor competition (optical–SPR) [163]

Milk Anti-inflammatory drugs Enzyme inhibition (electrochemical–amperometric) [164]

Benzimidazole Antibody competition (optical–SPR) [165]

Penicillin Enzyme activity enhanced by carbon nanotubes
(electrochemical–amperometric) [131]
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with class-sensitive bioreceptors [antibodies for fluoro-
quinolones and sulfonamides, TetR receptor/anti-TetR
antibody for tetracyclines and rabbit serum albumin
(RSA) receptor/anti-RSA antibody for β-lactams] as bi-
ological components. They claim to have detected 30
different antibiotics, although they based this claim on
the cross-reactivity profile of their bioreceptors by
ELISA. The article only shows the detection of one
member from each of the four families, sulfonamides,
fluoroquinolones, β-lactams and tetracyclines. They pro-
vided a proof-of-concept; it would be interesting to see
the actual cross-reactivity profile using the biosensor
technology since cross-reactivity profiles can differ sig-
nificantly between ELISA and biosensors [146] and
between different buffers and matrices [130, 140].

A limitation with both the imaging SPR and the
wavelength-interrogated optical biosensor is that they both
use a single channel to deliver reagents to all the biorecog-
nition sites. This requires careful selection of antibodies/
receptors based on cross-reactivity and a single sample
preparation and regeneration for all analytes. This increases
the likelihood that banned substances cannot be detected at
the required sensitivities in the same experiment as substan-
ces with relatively higher MRLs. Prototype instruments with
a limited array but multiple channels have also been devel-
oped. Campbell et al. [147] provided an example of one
such instrument that could be a powerful tool allowing
several different sample preparations to be processed simul-
taneously over a smaller biosensor array. They showed a
proof-of-concept using a four-flow-channel parallel optical
(SPR) biosensor, with four immobilising spots in each chan-
nel, for unattended multiplexed detection of high and low
molecular weight compounds. The further development of
such instruments will help speed up screening procedures
and keep biosensors at the forefront of food safety.

Conclusion

Advances made recently in biosensor applications for the
detection of food contaminants differ somewhat depending
on the type of contaminant in question and the associated
analytical requirements. However, it is clear from the liter-
ature reviewed that common needs are more often being
addressed.

Analysis has been accelerated through the development
of rapid sample preparation techniques, whereas integrated
and automated systems allow the operator to start analysis
and “walk away” while data are being generated. Improve-
ments in automation save time and lower costs but also
reduce the possibility of human error.

The simultaneous detection of more than one analyte in
a sample has become a much sought after attribute of

screening assays, and the production of generic recognition
elements (antibodies, receptors, aptamers) goes some way to
achieving this, usually within a family of compounds
possessing similar chemical structure. However the in-
creased use of array and multiple-channel systems adds a
new dimension to multiplexing with the potential of detect-
ing a number of unrelated pathogens, toxins, pesticides or
drug residues or indeed a combination of contaminants from
these different groups.

Portability is a feature that is required in the field or for
point of-use-analysis (detection of contaminants as a result
of terrorist activity or detection of marine toxins at sea) and
is more valued when speed of analysis is the main issue.
Leading the way on portability have been research groups
such as Ligler et al. [40], Poehlmann et al. [61], Banerjee
and Bhunia [48] and Mata et al. [67] with pathogen detec-
tion, Yang et al. [75], Mak et al. [76] and Stevens et al. [38]
with toxin detection and Hildebrandt et al. [118] with pes-
ticide detection. Further research into sample preparation
techniques must be performed to help make more systems
that are truly portable from the laboratory.

The ingenuity of researchers combined with advances in
a range of biosensor technologies has allowed the needs of
food analysts to be met and will continue to provide simple
to use, inexpensive, multiplexed and portable systems that
can be used to ensure the health and safety of consumers
around the world.

The ultimate achievement for biosensor applications in
food contaminant measurements would be the ability to
directly couple the biosensor to a physicochemical technol-
ogy, thus allowing rapid screening with direct confirmation
of a positive sample. As yet this is still a dream because of
the sample preparation demands of instruments such as
those used in LC-MS/MS.
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